WA501 Front Mount Antenna Rack Mount Kit Installation

1. Remove and save the screws from each side of the SC4 receiver, as shown.

2. Secure the supplied brackets to the sides of the receiver with the screws removed in Step 1.

3. Insert the two bulkhead adapters through the holes in the front panel, and secure them from each side, using the supplied attaching hardware.

4. Connect the supplied antenna cables to the receiver antenna inputs and the bulkhead adapters, as shown.

5. Insert the receiver into the equipment rack and secure the brackets to the rack with the supplied screws.

6. Screw the antennas into the bulkhead adaptors protruding through the front panel.

NOTE: There are four holes in each bracket. Use the rear holes if the receiver is to be recessed; use the front holes to mount receiver flush to the rack.